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During more than å century two theories of colour vision exist, the
Younc-Hnr,ltror,rz theory and the HrnrNc theory. In 1881 DoNonns [1]
proposed that the solution might be that both theories are valid. Such a
point of view, mostly called a zone theorg because both theo¡ies would
apply to different zones in the transmission of the visual information
appeared sevelal times in the Ìiterature. Especially the name of G. E.
Müllnn [2] is associated with it. The zone theory however did not get
many adherents. In 1962 the author 13] proposed again a zone theory.

A row of arguments can be put forward to support the YouNc-
HsI-À4HoLrz theory. Already old data indicate that the fundamental
lesponse curves according to the Youxc-Hnlunor-rz theory are peaked at
about 450,540 and 590nm. We refer here to Prrr [4], who based his
determination on the properties of colour defective observers. New data
on drromatic adaptation obtained by BnrNolrv i5] - 
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differ in opinion about the interpretation (Wer,navnr [3; 6], Wer-nevnw,
vaN Hour and Lnrnrrr t7]) - 

are in agreement with that. Also the
measurements by Rusnron [8] and Rrpps-Wner-r [9] on the reflection of
light from the fundus after bleaching agree with these values. The recent
analysis [10] of the chromatic SrrLEs-CRÄwFoRD effect indicates, like
Rusuro¡l's and Wner,s's data, that the YouNc-HELMHoLTz character of
colour vision is associated with three different cone pigments. The recent
data obtained w'ith microspectrophotometry of single cones do not leave
any doubt about that lfl; f2].

On the other hand there are many arguments in favour of the H¡nINc
theory. In particular Hunvrcn-Jalrnsox [13] have defended this point of
view based on the analysis of psydrophysical data. In our opinion one of
the strongest arguments to make a distinction between brightness and
chromaticness channels is the fact that after moderate chromatic adaptation
the colour impression dranges while the luminosity curve keeps its shape
according to PIÉnor.¡ [14]. Moreover the electrophysiological findings by
SverrrcruN et al. [15] in the fish retina, and by DrVelors et al. [16] in
the lateral geniculate nucleus of the monkey do not leave any doubt that
the HanrNc theory is valid somewhere in the nervous system.

Fig. l: Scheme o1 a zo¡e theory of colour vision
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The scheme proposed in fig. I tries to combine the two features. There
are three kinds of cones, the so called "red", "green", and "blue" cones,
in a ratio of roughly 10:10:1 [3]. The absorption curves of the visual
pigments in these cones are suggested to be a revision of the Wnrcnr-
Tnorrsou curves [17] corrected for the absorption in the eye media. The
brightness signal L is the sum of the brightness contributions of the three
different cone systems after going through the channels a arrd c and is
transmitted through drannel ø.

The chromaticness information is t¡ansmitted through the drannels b.
The information f¡om the red and green cone systems goes to a red-green
centre, from which the R, G signal is transmitted along a channel d to
higher centres. A yellow (Y) signal is thought as the addition of the red
and green signals R + G : y. It arrives in a yellow-blue centre, from
whidr the Y, B signal is transmitted to the higher centres. The blue system
does little contribute to brightness, but as far as chromaticness is concern-
ed, it is of as mudr of value as the red and green systems. The drromatic-
ness valence factor ct;=10 in crhannel b of the blue system takes care of
that. The weighting faclrr þ is a luminance-dependent variable to describe
the behaviour of colour discrimination as a function of luminance [18].

The model explains the data as mentioned above, and the different
kinds of colour defective vision.
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